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ABSTRACT
We present a framework that enables the composition of ser-
vices for the benefit of users. Two types of services exist:
E-services and M-services. Moreover, two types of users ex-
ist: static and mobile. The composition framework, software
agents and workflows are used.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.m [Wireless Systems]: Services; D.2 [System De-

sign]: Software agents.

General Terms
Design, Experimentation.

Keywords
Composition, E-/M-services, Wired, Wireless.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the widespread of the 3W technology, several busi-

nesses are offering their services over web portals [5]. Known
as E-services, such services are meant to be triggered by
users. People planning for their summer vacation can access
a tourism site and specify their needs in terms of favourite
airliner, accommodation type, and departure and return
dates.
It is accepted that E-services have the ability to interact

with other E-services in order to achieve high-level busi-
ness processes. In the tourism industry, several partners are
involved ranging from travel agents and airline companies
to entertainment agencies. Each partner has its E-services
that can invoke other E-services or be invoked as well. The
collaboration of several E-services from different origins re-
quires a composition framework. The objective is to regulate
the interaction between the e-services. WorkFlow (WF) is
an appropriate technology for such a framework [1].
Besides the new role of the Internet as a vehicle of deliver-

ing E-services, we witness a boom in wireless technologies.
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Telecom companies are offering new services to their cus-
tomers over wireless devices. For instance, getting e-mails
to his mobile phone is becoming natural. The next stage (if
we are not already in) for Telecom is to allow users to enact
E-services from their wireless devices and possibly, to run
these E-services on their wireless devices.
The use of a framework that composes E-services and M-

services together offers more opportunities to users to con-
duct operations regardless of their location and the devices
they are using. E-services and M-services have to be viewed
from different perspectives. First, E-services are associated
with wired devices. Meanwhile, M-services are associated
with wireless devices. Second, the execution of E-services
occurs at the server side. Meanwhile, we advocate that
the execution of M-services occurs at the client (user) side.
While content delivery from fixed networks will keep increas-
ing, it cannot be assumed that the same type or level of
demand will be present in the mobile environment. The dif-
ferences in network and device capability require a different
solution in providing content through mobile portals. In this
paper, we aim at presenting a framework that composes ser-
vices regardless of their type. To this end, Software Agents
(SAs) and WFs are suggested as a support technology. SAs
act on users’ behalf and make the composition operations
transparent to users. WFs define the way SAs carry out the
composition operations in terms of how to look for the rel-
evant services, how to select the appropriate services, how
to combine the services in a common business process, and
finally how to implement the obtained process.
Section 2 introduces the concepts of the service compo-

sition framework. Section 3 discusses the architecture and
operating of the framework. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. BACKGROUND
An E-service is a software component that an organi-

zation provides in order to be assembled and re-used in
a distributed, Internet-based environment [4]. A compo-
nent is considered as an E-service if it is: 1) independent
as much as possible from specific platforms and computing
paradigms; 2) developed mainly for inter-organizational sit-
uations rather than for intra-organizational situations; and
3) easily composable; its assembling with other E-services
does not require the development of complex adapters.
M-services should offer new opportunities to users of

wireless devices. [3] considers an application component
as an M-service if it is: 1) transportable through wireless
networks; 2) flexible in term of composition with other M-
services; 3) adaptable according to the computing features



of wireless devices; 4) runnable on wireless devices.
E-services and M-services are invoked for processing in

two different ways: remote processing (applies only to E-
services) and local processing (applies to both E-services
and M-services).

3. A FRAMEWORK FOR COMPOSING E-
/M-SERVICES

To motivate the E-/M-service composition framework, we
consider the situation where a user is planning for his sum-
mer vacation. The user may be at home using his Internet-
connected workstation or riding a bus using his mobile phone.
He wants to book a domestic flight and an accommodation.
He, also, also wants to find some attractions for visit. Fi-
nally, he would like to rent a car if the major attraction is
far from the booked accommodation. This situation needs
at least 4 services: attraction searching, flight ticketing, ho-
tel booking, and car rental, to be connected and executed
according to a specific control flow. First, the user’s needs
are associated with a WF. Then, services that are needed to
complete these needs have to be identified. We assume the
existence of several providers of services. Therefore, the use
of a broker is required. It matches needs to services.
The execution of services requires computing resources

(hardware and software facilities). Looking for the providers
of resources for the needs of services is another step that
needs to be performed. Therefore, the use of a broker is
required. It matches services to resources. It happens that
a provider has services but lacks the resources to perform
them; he has committed all his resources to other services.
In the E-/M-service composition framework, two types

of providers exist: provider of services and provider of re-
sources. It may happen that a provider plays both roles.
Based on the distinction that exists between providers, a
user with a PC or mobile phone is also seen as a provider of
resources. Therefore, the resources of his device have to be
advertised to the broker of resources.

3.1 Architecture
Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the system that

supports the E-/M-service composition framework. The ar-
chitecture consists of three parts. The first part corresponds
to the providers of services (S), providers of resources (R),
and providers of services and resources (both S and R).
The second part corresponds to the consumers of services,
i.e. users. Users have wired devices, wireless devices, or
both. Finally, the third part is a meeting platform on which
multiple brokers undertake the necessary matching [2]. Three
categories of agents act on behalf of the components of the
above-cited parts.
Provider-agents are specialized into two types: resource-

provider-agent and service-provider-agent.
User-agents run on top of users’ devices and are special-

ized into two types: wireless-user-agents for users of wireless
devices, and wired-user-agents for users of wired devices.
Broker-agents are specialized into two types: service-

broker-agent and resource-broker-agent. Service-broker-agents
receive notifications from service-provider-agents regarding
the services they offer. In addition, service-broker-agents
receive requests from users regarding the services they need
to satisfy their needs. Meanwhile, resource-broker-agents
receive notification messages from resource-provider-agents

regarding the resources they have. In addition, resource-
broker-agents receive requests from providers of services re-
garding the resources they need to execute their services.
Both broker-agents interact together based on the fact that
services need resources on which they are completed.
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Figure 1: Framework architecture

In Figure 1, a supervisor-agent is responsible of the meet-
ing platform. This is a common place in which agents meet
and interact locally [2]. Service-broker-agents and resource-
broker-agents are among the agents that interact in the
meeting platform. The advertisement of services and re-
sources are sent directly to broker-agents. Meanwhile, users’
needs are sent to the supervisor-agent that assigns them to
user-delegates. The supervisor-agent has a bank from which
user-delegates are created (delegates are agents, but for the
sake of simplicity we use the word delegates).
The presence of delegates is motivated by the fact that re-

sources of wireless devices are limited, if they are compared
to their counterpart of wired devices. Once the broker of
services matches needs to services, the next stage consists
of designing the WF of services. This stage needs comput-
ing resources. Since the resources of wireless devices are
limited, thus they have to be used in a ”rationale” way. It
is more appropriate that the design of the WF of services
takes place in the meeting platform instead of taking place
in a wireless device. Users of wired devices can also design
their WF of services in the meeting platform, if they wish.
Details on how a WF of services is designed are given in
the next section. In our project, computing a WF in the
meeting platform is privileged.

3.2 Operating
The operating of the service composition framework goes

through 6 stages. Due to lack of space, certain stages are
briefly presented.
1) Initialization: the purpose is to undertake the ”agen-

tification” of the participants of the service composition
framework.
2) Advertisement: the purpose is to inform brokers about

the services and resources that are available. The needs
of users are only advertised in the next stage. The ad-
vertisement of services concerns only providers. Service-
provider-agents create service-delegates and transfer them
to the meeting platform. For the advertisement of resources,
it concerns both providers and users. After the resource-
provider-agents create resource-delegates, they are shipped
to the meeting platform arriving from provider sites and
user sites. Because the computing resources on wireless de-
vices are limited, the supervisor-agent is in charge of creat-



ing resource-delegates that identify the users of such devices.
The supervisor-agent checks service-delegates and resource-
delegates before both get into the meeting platform.
3) Search for services: the purpose is search for the

services that satisfy users’ needs of users. User-delegates
trigger the matching process between needs and services.
An user-agent supports a user in defining his needs and

submitting them to the supervisor-agent. When the needs
are received, the supervisor-agent creates a user-delegate to
satisfy them. For a user-delegate, the first step consists of
searching for the needed services. To this end, it submits a
request of services to the service-broker-agent. This latter
matches needs to the services of service-delegates, using the
repository of services. In case there is a match, the service-
broker-agent notifies the user-delegate and service-delegates.
Despite the fact that multiple service-delegates may of-

fer the same services, the user-delegate, at this stage, does
not select any specific service-delegate. In fact, the user-
delegate needs additional information before it makes a de-
cision about the service-delegates it will be considering. The
cost and version of a service are among the missing informa-
tion. The outcome of search for services stage is a WF
of the services that are needed to satisfy the user’s needs
(cf. Equ. (1)). WF Service

Need =
{(service1,≺ service delegate1, service delegate2,
service delegate3 Â), (service2,≺ service delegate1 Â),
(service3,≺ service delegate2, service delegate3 Â)} (1).
According to Equ. (1), the service-broker-agent responds

to the user-delegate’s request with service1, service2, and
service3. For example, service1 is provided at the same time
by service delegate1,2,3. At this stage of the framework op-
erating, the available versions (i.e. E-service or M-service)
and types of processing (i.e. remote processing (RP) or local
processing (LP)) of a service are not considered.
4) Search for resources: the purpose is to search for

the resources on which the previously-identified services will
be executed. Service-delegates are the trigger of the match-
ing process between services and resources. Service-delegates
conduct their search based on certain information the user-
delegate will be providing to them. These information are
discussed below. Furthermore, the search for resources is
conducted in a sequential way, i.e. service per service. The
selection of any service depends on the version and type of
processing of its direct previous service.
When the user-delegate receives a response from the broker-

service-agent (cf. Equ. 1), it interacts with the service-delegates
that offer the first service (service1,≺ service delegate1,
service delegate2, service delegate3 Â). The user-delegate
requests a quotation for service1 that should consider the
version and type of processing of that service. The service-
delegates, namely service delegate1,2,3 send their requests
of resources to the resource-broker-agent. The purpose is to
identify the appropriate resource-delegates, using the repos-
itory of resources. We recall that several resource-delegates
may offer the same resources.
When the broker-resource-delegate identifies the resource-

delegates, they start interacting with service-delegates. Each
resource-delegate submits to a service-delegate three costs
per service. The cost is calculated based on the version and
type of processing of the service. When the value of cost
is null, this means that the resource-delegate does not sup-
port the execution of a service according to a specific version
and specific type of processing.

Since service-delegate2 and service-delegate3 submit to
the broker-resource-agent the same request as service-delegate1
did about service1, both service-delegates receive the same
responses (cf. Equ. (2)).
Service delegate1 : Service1 =
{≺ resource delegate1,

costLP
e−service1

, costRP
e−service1

, costLP
m−service1

Â
≺ resource delegate2,

costLP
e−service1

, null, costLP
m−service1

Â} (2)
According to Equ. (2), service delegate1 gets 6 offers of

resources for service1; 3 from resource delegate1 and 3 from
resource delegate2. An offer is interpreted as follows.
Resource delegate1 supports the execution of both versions
of service1 (E-, M-). Furthermore, resource delegate1 sup-
ports the three types of processing, two for the e-version (R, L)
and one for the m-version (L). For each version and type of
processing of service1, a separate cost is established.
After all the service-delegates receive responses from resource-

delegates, they select the ”best” resource-delegate. Each
service-delegate may have its own selection strategy. At this
time of our research, the selection is limited to minimizing
the cost of a service, considering its version and type of pro-
cessing. The following equations are obtained:
Service delegate1 : Service1,

≺ resource delegate1, cost
LP
e−service1

Â
Service delegate2 : Service1,

≺ resource delegate1, cost
LP
e−service1

Â
Service delegate3 : Service1,

≺ resource delegate1, cost
LP
e−service1

Â (3)
At this stage of the framework operating, each service-

delegate knows exactly for the first service the version to
be included and type of processing to be used. Two signif-
icant elements are obtained from Equ. (3): 1) one service-
delegate from the list of service delegates1,2,3 has to trans-
fer the e-version of service1 to the site of resource delegate1,
and 2) the user delegate has to migrate to the site of re-
source delegate1 so it can process service1 locally.
5) Refinement: the purpose is to refine the details that

were established in search for services stage regarding the
first service. Using the outcome of search for resources

phase, Equ. (3) is integrated into Equ. (1). Since a service-
delegate knows currently the version and type of processing
of a service it has selected, it offers to the user-delegate a cost
for that service according to that version and type of pro-
cessing. In its offer, the service-delegate considers the cost
of running the service on a resource. Equ. (4) illustrates the
refinement of the WF/first service, using the responses of
service-delegates to the user-delegate. Note: del. stands for
delegate; res. stands for resource; ser. stands for service
WF Service

Need : Service1 =
{≺ ser. del.1, cost

LP
1:e−service1

Â / [res. del.1, cost
LP
e−service1

]

≺ serv. del.2, cost
LP
2:e−service1

Â / [res. del.1, cost
LP
e−service1

]

≺ serv. del.3, cost
LP
3:e−service1

Â / [res. del.1, cost
LP
e−service1

]} (4)
The user-delegate selects for the first service a particular

service-delegate using the cost criterium. It minimizes the
cost of getting a service from service-delegates. Equ. (5) il-
lustrates the final definition for the first service.
WF Service

Need : (Service1,
≺ ser. del.1, cost

LP
1:e−service1

Â / [res. del.1, cost
LP
e−service1

]) (5)
When the user-delegate selects a service-delegate, this ser-

vice delegate notifies the resource-provider-agent, through
the resource-delegate, about the service it will receive for
execution, the version of this service, who is going to pro-



cess that, and how this service will be processed.
6) Completion: search for services, search for resources,

and refinement stages were dedicated to the first service of
the WF to set up. In completion stage, the focus now is
on the remaining servicesi, i 6= 1 (i.e. service2 and service3 of
Equ. (1)). The selection of any servicei depends directly on
the version and type of processing of servicei−1. In addi-
tion, two selection criteria are involved: cost and location.
The user-delegate privileges location to cost. Location cri-
terium aims at getting the maximum number of services to
be executed in the same site. Site defines the locations of
resource-delegates and user-delegate. Cost criterium aims
at minimizing the cost of getting a service from service-
delegates. After the selection of the first service is completed
(cf. Equ. (5)), the user-delegate asks all the service-delegates
of the next service to start searching for the resource-delegates
according to what follows.
∀ i, i > 1, servicei−1 and servicei are used for illustra-
tion purposes. We assume that service delegatei−1 provides
servicei−1 and resource delegatei−1 supports the execution
of servicei−1 in sitei−1. The selection of servicei depends on:
1) the version and type of processing of servicei−1; 2) the
execution location of servicei−1 (this location corresponds to
the site of the resource-delegate); and 3) the current location
of the user-delegate.
In what follows, the approach that is adopted to work on

the definition of servicei is discussed. Three cases are consid-
ered, namely Servicei−1: e-version and remote processing,
Servicei−1: e-version and local processing, and Servicei−1:
m-version and remote processing. Due to lack of space, only
the first case is described.
Servicei-1: e-version and remote processing

Since the execution of e-servicei−1 is done remotely, this
means that the user-delegate is in any sitej where j 6=
(i− 1). Three exclusive situations are available to the user-
delegate to make a decision about servicei.
a) The execution of servicei takes place in the same site as

servicei−1, according to the location criterium. Therefore,
the user-delegate requests from service-delegates that offer
servicei to check with the broker-resource-agent if resource-
delegatei−1, also, supports the remote processing of e-servicei.
If resource-delegatei−1 supports the remote processing of
e-servicei, then the service-delegates select that resource-
delegate. Afterwards, the user-delegate chooses a service-
delegate based on the cost criterium (cf. Equ. (4)). This
means that e-servicei and e-servicei−1 will be both executed
in sitei−1. The user-delegate will be invoking them remotely.
Equ. (6) extends Equ. (5) after the selection of service2.
WF Service

Need =
{(Service1,
≺ ser. del.1, cost

RP
1:e−service1

Â / [res. del.1, cost
RP
e−service1

])
(Service2,
≺ ser. del.?, cost

RP
?:e−service2

Â / [res. del.1, cost
RP
e−service2

])} (6)
b) The execution of servicei takes place in the same site,

i.e. sitej , where the user-delegate is currently running, ac-
cording to the location criterium. This situation happens
when resource delegatei−1 does not support the remote pro-
cessing of e-servicei. Therefore, the user-delegate requests
from service-delegates that offer servicei to check with the
resource-broker-agent if resource-delegatej of sitej also sup-
ports the local execution of servicei, either as an e-version
of m-version. If resource-delegatej supports the local pro-
cessing of servicei, then the service-delegates select that

resource-delegate. Afterwards, the user-delegate chooses a
service-delegate based on the cost criterium (cf. Equ. (4)).
This means that e-servicei−1 and servicei will be executed
in two different sites. However, user-delegate and servicei

will be in the same site. Equ. (7) extends Equ. (5) after the
selection of service2.
WF Service

Need =
{(Service1,
≺ ser. del.1, cost

RP
1:e−service1

Â / [res. del.1, cost
RP
e−service1

])
(Service2,
≺ ser. del.?, cost

LP
?:?−service2

Â / [res. del.j , cost
LP
?−service2

])} (7)
c) The execution of servicei takes place in any sitek where

k 6= (i − 1) and k 6= j. This situation takes place when
resource delegatej does not support the local processing of
servicei. In that case, the location criterium is not con-
sidered. Search for services and search for resources stages
are carried out in order to define the version and type of
processing of servicei and the respective resource-delegate.
Equ. (8) extends Equ. (5) after the selection of service2.
WF Service

Need =
{(Service1,
≺ ser. del.1, cost

RP
1:e−service1

Â / [res. del.1, cost
RP
e−service1

])
(Service2,
≺ ser. del.?, cost

?P
?:?−service2

Â / [res. del.?, cost
?P
?−service2

])} (8)
When the selection process is completed for all the ser-

vices, Equ. (9) illustrates a sample of the final outcome that
can be obtained.
WF Service

Need =
{(service1,
≺ ser. del.2, cost

RP
e−service1

Â / [res. del.1, cost
RP
e−service1

])
(service2,
≺ ser. del.1, cost

LP
m−service2

Â / [res. del.3, cost
LP
m−service2

])
(service3,
≺ ser. del.3, cost

LP
m−service3

Â / [res. del.3, cost
LP
m−service3

])} (9)

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an overview of our research on

composing services, regardless of their types (i.e. E-service
or M-service). The composition framework relies on two
technologies: SAs and WFs. SAs carry out composition
operations on behalf of users. And, WFs specify to SAs how
the composition occurs. Our aim is to allow users to satisfy
their needs regardless of their location and the devices they
are using. Several issues need to be tackled, among them
how to specify the WF that connects services together, and
how to deal with the limitations of wireless devices.
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